Background readings

59th Session of the Commission on the Status of Women

2015

GenderIT.org special editions on the CSW
GenderIT.org @ the Commission on the Status of Women 2011, New York
Special CSW edition: Can technology transform women’s reality?
GenderIT.org@B+15: Moving Section J beyond tools and representation
Back and forth in the advancement of women’s rights at CSW58
End violence against women: language and actions @ CSW57th

Statements and papers of interest
How technology issues impact women’s rights: 10 points on Section J of the Beijing Platform for Action
Feminist Principles of the Internet
APC Statement to the CSW 57th Session: Violence against women and information and communications technology
CEDAW: APC's Submission to the Committee on the General recommendation on girls'/women’s right to education

Articles of interest
Agreed conclusions in CSW 57th include violence against women and ICT
APC at the Commission on the Status of Women in New York: the long walk in anti-VAW struggle
Technology and violence against women @ CSW57th: ‘Both NGOs and states raised this as an issue of concern’

VAW that is committed, abetted or aggravated through the use of ICTs and in online spaces are part of the continuum of violence

Leading up to the Beijing Review: Strategising for Section J

What happened to Section J?

The “J Spot” at the 54th CSW: Celebrating women’s social networking is not enough

Voices from digital spaces: Technology related violence against women

Power of stories to reclaim women’s rights

CSW58: "We need to move beyond agreements towards public policies that will fulfil the commitments made to women"

From the “J” spot to the cru”X” of the matter

The “J Spot” at the 54th CSW: Celebrating women’s social networking is not enough

Women in and out of media

Reflecting on ICTs, Women’s Activism and Silences at Beijing +10 - Interview with Mavic Cabrera-Balleza

Where is women’s “J” spot?

BPA is a teen-er

Probing the Texture of Silence in Communications and Media at B+10

Women, Media & ICTS: Where Do We Go From Here?

Questions raised - VAW & ICTs: global policy processes

Where is Women’s ”J” Spot?

Beyond tools: Internet as a critical policy issue for the advancement of women's rights

I wonder if we will find women’s ”J” spot at the Beijing +15 review...

On UN women, theme framing, buzz words and rockstars...

Review of the implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action - Report of the Secretary-General

Covering Beijing+15 from the sidelines

Politicising ICTs in the Women's Rights Movement - Interview with Lydia Alpízar Durán

Witnessing J-spot

Two weeks to push for greater recognition of our rights

Fighting the backlash: Moving the agenda forward at the CSW

WomenAction 2000

Research on the issues

From impunity to justice: Improving corporate policies to end technology-related violence against women – Summary

From impunity to justice: Domestic legal remedies for cases of technology-related violence against women – Summary
Cases on women’s experiences of technology-related VAW and their access to justice

Good questions on technology-related violence

Internet intermediaries and violence against women online: User policies and redress framework of Facebook, Twitter and YouTube

Domestic legal remedies for technology-related violence against women: Review of related studies and literature

Technology-related violence against women – Recent legislative trends

Going visible: Women’s rights on the internet

GISWatch 2013: Setting the agenda on women’s rights, gender and ICTs

Video interviews

Video: Talking about Section J - Women Producing Media

Video: Talking about Section J - Girls and Social Media

Video: Talking about Section J - Re-defining Media

Video: Talking about section J - Access to Internet in Lebanon

Video: Talking about section J - Games for social change

Video: Talking about Section J - Access to Media

Video: Talking about section J - Opening Panel

CSW58: Jan Moolman from APC explains centrality of media and ICTs in conversations about development